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The Restaurant and Hospitality industries were some of the hardest hit during the Covid-

19 Pandemic with many companies eventually closing their doors for good. Those that

continued to operate relied heavily on their employees to show up to work and deliver

exceptional service to their customers. Uno Pizzeria and Grill knows this was no small

feat and wanted to recognize those industry employees who worked through the

toughest of times.

As a show of support for all fellow staff, UNO Pizzeria and Grill has handed out

thousands of vouchers good for a $1 Individual Deep Dish or Thin crust pizza of their

choice. They allowed their staff, both restaurant and corporate, to be the ones to

distribute them to their fellow neighborhood establishments.

“We hope this act of kindness will serve as a show of support to all those in the

hospitality community who continue to provide spectacular service during these

challenging times and help keep spirits high while we all work so hard”, stated CEO Erik

Frederick. “We know the effort and commitment it has taken to persevere through these

tough times for our staff as well as all hospitality and restaurant staff. We wanted to show

our appreciation and admiration to all of the dedicated service workers out there in our

communities. After all, we’re all in this together”.

 

About UNO Pizzeria & Grill

 

 

Based in Boston, Massachusetts, Uno Restaurant Holdings Corporation includes

approximately 90 company-owned and franchised UNO Pizzeria & Grill restaurants

located in 18 states, and the District of Columbia, India, Qatar and Saudi Arabia. An

additional 6 locations are scheduled to open this year. UNO is all about connecting

people over amazing pizza – from its famous Chicago Deep Dish, which UNO invented in
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1943, to its Chicago Thin Crust, to its gluten-free and vegan pizzas. The Company also

operates Uno Foods, a consumer packaged-foods business which supplies grocery

stores, club stores and various foodservice industries, with both frozen and refrigerated

private-label foods and UNO branded products. For more information, visit

 www.unos.com.
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